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CD 
n7< Progress has been made on the principal problem stated 'la :.--e7;:z 
Crr 
the proposal for grant PHY-8421210. This concerns the 	c) 	Z 
-77 
development and understanding of multiple rotational energy  
cm 
(RE) surface dynamics and the related quantum and 
semiclassical mechanics of molecules. 	A model system which 
requires just two adiabatic RE surfaces has been constructed 
and partially analyzed. 	The model consists of an asymmetric 
rotor carrying a two state spin-1/2 or vibrational two level 
quasi-spin system. 	The classical version of the model is 
capable of exhibiting classical chaos while the purely quantum 
version of the model is conveniently solved numberically for 
any physically reasonable value of the angular quantum number 
(J). 	Therefore, the model provides an excellent test for 
semi-classical approaches to its solutions. 
The semiclassical solutions will involve a combination of 
adiabatic motions on RE surfaces and diabatic motions through 
or between these surfaces. A continuum of surfaces may be 
defined to trace the motion. 	This study should provide 
information about the detailed nature of coriolis interaction 
in the presence of angularly anisotropic rotational dynamics. 
This is important for understanding modern high resolution 
laser spectroscopy, dynamics, and che=mical physics of 
molecules. 
Prof. William G. Harter 
Principal Investigator 
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rotor carrying a two state spin-1/2 or vibrational 	two level quasi-spin system. 
The classical 	version of the model 	is capable of exhibiting classical 	chaos while 
the -purely quantum version of the model 	is conveniently solved numerically for 
any physically reasonable value of the angular quantum number (J). 	Therefore, 
the model 	provides an excellent test for semi-classical 	approaches to its solutions. 
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